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Thermal Spa / Jacuzzi Covers
Much like covering a pool, there are numerous benefits to covering your Spa/Jacuzzi. This
range of covers will seal off the water, resulting in far less maintenance. There are also
excellent savings in respect of electrical heat pumps, as the cover allows for a more stable
water temperature. Spa covers are the perfect way to accessorise your outdoor living area and
complement your Spa lifestyle!

BENEFITS OF OUR SPA / JACUZZI COVER RANGE






Improved water hygiene: water is kept cleaner which in turn reduces time spent on maintenance / cleaning the water.
Water savings: as Spas are heated, there is considerable water evaporation and this is instantly reduced by 98%+, which
results in significant water savings.
Heating savings: we recommend using the Shock Cord Cover in conjunction with a Thermal GeoBubble cover. The Shock
Cord Solid Cover acts as the outer cover, preventing leaves and debris collecting in the water, while the GeoBubble cover,
lying in direct contact with the water, will assist with heat retention. This allows for a reduction in the amount of heating
required from any electrical heat source/pump.
Aesthetics: Spa covers offer an aesthetically pleasing way to shut down the Spa area when not in use. A variety of colours
allow your cover to blend in with the surrounds.

THE SPA/JACUZZI SHOCK CORD COVER
 This cover adapts to standard Spa sizes. The elasticated fastening system creates

the right tension, secured to black hooks that are secured to the decking or coping.
 Choose from colour choices of Blue, Black, Green, Brown and StoneGrey.
 Made from 550gsm PVC and durable elasticated shock cord and eyelets.
 Use in conjunction with a Thermal GeoBubble cover to raise water temperatures

naturally and reduce heat pump settings.

GEOBUBBLE THERMAL COVERS FOR SPAS/JACUZZIS
Use one of our GeoBubble covers on its own (directly on the water surface) or under your Shock Cord
Cover to maximise or supplement your heat pump. Enjoy power and water savings, improved water
hygiene and reduced maintenance.

Sol+Guard GeoBubble
 This high performance heating cover is one of the most intelligent and affordable ways

to generate free energy and transfer this heat to the Spa water. It raises water
temperatures by up to 8°C and reduces water evaporation by 98%+.
Learn more about Sol+Guard GeoBubble here.

EnergyGuard GeoBubble
 The need to considerably reduce a pool or Spa’s electricity consumption is a key reason

to use EnergyGuard GeoBubble. By blocking out light entry, algae growth is reduced. It
also raises water temperatures by up to 4°C, reduces chemical input by 60%, and
reduces evaporation by 98%+.
Learn more about EnergyGuard GeoBubble here.

Thermal GeoBubble
 The Thermal GeoBubble is designed to utilise the sun’s rays to gradually warm the water

using solar energy only, and it retains heat for a more constant Spa water temperature.
The Spa is also kept cleaner, reducing the time spent on maintenance, and water
evaporation is reduced by 98%+.
Learn more about Thermal GeoBubble here.

WARRANTY
 Our Spa covers all have a one-year warranty but can be expected to last longer with correct care.
 The GeoBubble range (Thermal GeoBubble, EnergyGuard GeoBubble and Sol+Guard GeoBubble) have a one- to three-

year warranty but can be expected to last longer with correct care.

POWERDOME: THE MOST AFFORDABLE WAY TO SIMULATE AN INDOOR JACUZZI OR POOL AREA
PowerDome will completely revolutionise the way you use your outdoor Spa. It
eliminates the need to build an enclosing structure or conservatory to keep the
ambient air warm and comfortable, instantly converting the outdoor Spa to a cosy
indoor lifestyle area.
 Heating: PowerDome shields the water from the cooling effects of wind and
rain, which makes any electrical heating system work more effectively, and heat
pump settings can be lowered.
 Child safety: use PowerDome to secure the Spa area and prevent children from
accessing the water.
 In cooler weather and at night, with PowerDome you’ll no longer feel the nip of
the surrounding air and Jacuzzi sessions become far more enjoyable!
 In- and above-ground pool owners also love PowerDome, using it to create a warm ambient pocket of air over the
outdoor pool, using the natural ‘greenhouse’ effect as a heating alternative.
PowerDome has a six-week lead time. Click here to learn more about PowerDome.

THE HARDTOP SPA/JACUZZI COVER
 This cover gives a more structured and appealing finish to the Spa area. With its

built-in thermal properties, it assists with heat retention, allowing heat pump
settings to be lowered.
 Can be secured in such a way that it prevents children accessing the water.
 Made from 550gsm PVC.
 Available in Blue, Black, Green, Brown and StoneGrey.
Please note: the Hardtop Spa/Jacuzzi Cover is sold directly to the trade in quantities of
10 or more.

ABOVE GROUND POOLS AND COVERS
For covering above ground or inflatable pools, our Thermal GeoBubble covers and the Spa Shock Cord Cover are ideal
solutions, helping to keep the water cleaner and warmer, however these covers should not be considered a child drowning
prevention method or child safety cover. Always supervise children around open Spas and pools.
For further information or a quote, please contact us on info@powerplastics.co.za or use our online quote form.

ABOUT POWERPLASTICS POOL COVERS
PowerPlastics Pool Covers manufacture an innovative range of pool cover solutions, taking an insightful approach to product development
and promoting a lifestyle choice, not just a pool cover. Our solutions are always innovative, directly addressing issues affecting South
African pool owners. We have tailored a range of pool covers in response to local crises including the ongoing electricity and water crises
and the need to shrink carbon footprints in the domestic setting. PowerPlastics Pool Covers is widely regarded as the leading supplier of
covers for the eco-conscious pool owner and runs a broad educational campaign regarding the environmental impact of swimming pools
as well as safety aspects around pools.
PowerPlastics Pool Covers has teams servicing Johannesburg, Pretoria, Cape Town, Durban, Port Elizabeth, George, Vereeniging, Nelspruit,
Bloemfontein, Hoedspruit, Pietermaritzburg and Polokwane. Our superior manufacturing and locally unparalleled designs combined with
an unfailing customer centric approach are what sets us apart in the industry. Visit www.powerplastics.co.za for more info.
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